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PLACE BELL • ICEHOGS AT ROCKET • REGULAR SEASON GAME 27 (ROAD GAME 13)
DECEMBER 17, 2019 • TIME: 6 PM • RADIO: FACEBOOK, SPORTSFAN1330.COM

Players to watch

Game notes
• HOLM ON THE RANGE: Philip Holm scored a goal against Laval in
the series opener and now boasts a point-per-game average over his last
five contests against the Rocket. The blueliner has four goals and an assist over his last five outings against Laval.
• ON THE UP & UP: Rockford has won six of its last eight games and
has gone 19 consecutive contests without suffering back-to-back losses.
The IceHogs are 13-5-0-1 over that stretch.
• TURNABOUT IS FAIR PLAY: Rockford faced the second-most shots
of any team in the AHL thus far in the 2019-20 season when Milwaukee
fired 56 shots on goal last Tuesday at the BMO. However, the IceHogs
responded with allowing the fewest shots of any team in the league this
season when they limited Toronto to just 13 shots on goal Sunday.
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• OH, HAB MERCY! Rockford fell to just 4-10-1-0 all-time against
Montreal affiliates following a 3-1 loss to the Rocket in this season's series opener at the BMO on Oct. 14.
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Holm's assist Sunday marked his first point
since returning from injury. He leads the club
in defensive scoring this year with three goals
and 12 points, and he's totaled five points
(4g, 1a) in six career games against Laval.
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Quenneville notched two goals, an assist and
a +3 rating in Sunday's victory over the Marlies to give him four points in his last two
games and eight points (6g, 2a) in his last 11.
His +8 rating leads all IceHogs on the season.

• 3 FOR ME: Rockford improved to 13-0-0-1 when scoring at least three
goals with a 4-2 win over Toronto on Sunday. Dating to the beginning
of last season, the IceHogs have won 43 of 48 games when scoring
more than two goals. The Hogs also have points in 46 of those 48 games
with a record of 43-2-1-2 when tallying at least three markers
• KILLING IN THE NAME OF: The IceHogs are perfect on the penalty kill over the last five games, killing 18 consecutive power plays over
that span. Dating further back to Nov. 30, Rockford has killed 26 of the
last 27 opposing power plays (96.3%) over the last seven games.
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The Laval Rocket enter Tuesday's tilt with a two-game losing streak
and are just 2-3-0-0 over their last five contests since Dec. 6. The
team has been outscored 8-2 during its two-game skid, suffering
back-to-back home losses to Rochester. Laval is currently tied for
second in the league with 27 power-play goals through 30 games
and their solid PP unit is led by Charles Hudon, who ranks third
among all AHL skaters with seven PP goals on the season.
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Barber is riding a five-game point streak in
which he's amassed seven points (2g, 5a).
Additionally, he's notched 11 points (5g, 6a)
in his last eight appearances and leads the
Rocket in both assists (12) and points (18).
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